Volunteer Area Descriptions

Interested in signing up to volunteer for Salmon Days but don’t know what
opportunities are available? Here is a quick description of the areas that need help.
Booth Ohfishal
Work 'behind the scenes' outside of festival hours to help the Festival run smoothly
for our wonderful vendors by marking out booth spaces or helping vendors locate
their spaces during load in and out.
Booth Sitter
Get a unique window-shopping experience as you monitor booths and relieve
artists when they need you most - when mother nature calls.
Entertainment – Community Center Stage
Be an ohfishal band groupie and get 'behind the scenes' as you help cater to and
support the musicians.
Field of Fun – Support Team
Assist on the 'kid-driven' Field of Fun that offers activities, booths, and
entertainment specifically targeted for the little ones.
Floater
Be at the heart of it all and be the first to "respawn'd" to the most pressing issues!
Floater volunteers help ALL our teams as issues occur. Must be at least 13 years
old.
Information Booths – 3 locations to choose from!
Give guidance to visitors who seem to be swimming against the current. Be the
talking wealth of Salmon Days information for anyone with questions, need for
directions, information about Issaquah, or great festival suggestions.
Ohfishal Respawndor
You've heard of a salmon run, but now you can be a salmon-on-the-run! Be flexible
and be the first to respawn'd to the most pressing issues that come up across the
Festival. You'll be part of a team of 2-3, stationed at HQ. You'll have a radio and
maybe even drive a “skippy.”

Parking Sign Distribution
Assist in moving parking restriction signs from the City Parks shop to various places
around the festival grounds in preparation for placement. These shifts take place
prior to the festival. Must be at least 13 years old.
Parking Sign Removal
Wrap the Festival up smoothly by removing all signs and stanchions/delineators so
the city looks as good as new Monday morning.
Spawnsor Hospitality
Ensure that the Salmon Days spawnsors get a warm Issaquah welcome and have
everything needed for a successful Salmon Days. Professionally and gratefully
present goodie bags and refreshments to spawnsors and thank them for ohfishally
supporting Salmon Days in 2021.
Volunteer Check-In
Help guide our volunteers as they check-in at Headquarters and answer their
questions while doing so. Must be able to read our festival map. If you know the
downtown area and have been to Salmon Days before this will be your happy place.
XStream Team
Be a part of the legendary Salmon Days XStream Team and help assemble, set-up,
breakdown, problem solve, troubleshoot, and repair the festival. XStream team
members are Festival Ninjas, working behind the scenes to make it all happen. If
you like hanging out in your garage or working out, this is where other fix it fish like
you hang out!

